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Economical application modelled and worked on the computer: 
Enunciation: <<Let’s estimate the output factors: the capital K , the human work L , resilience 
coefficients , βα , as well as the influence of the technical progress represented by the c constant 
from the exponent in the Cobb-Douglas equation: c tQ AK L eβα= >>. Assess then the volume of 




Scenario: The Excel representation – the not improved system of normal equations (12) from the pattern work) 
 
APPLIED ECONOMETRICS 
[1], pag: 76-80 
2.1.8.1. Dynamical model – Cobb-Douglas equation 
with technical progress ([1], pag: 76-80) 
Years: 1983 -1998 (16 years)     
a= Alfa= Beta= c= (A=) Objective: 3,28E-11 
-1,49128 1,2198648 0,5815971 -0,013059 0,2250844   
   The model becomes: Yt = -1,49128+1,2198648x1t + 0,5815971x2t-0,013059x3t 
 
   corresponding the Cobb-Douglas equation: 1,2198648 0,5815971 0,0130590, 2250844 tQ K L e−= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  
 




Following the two working scenarios from (1) and (2) summaries submitted to the same work, 
we can realize the equivalent results. Better said, the results are the same up to the 6-th decimal digit 
(results with 5 exact tenths). The difference starting with the 6-th tenths is given by the degree of 
precision. Of course, the increased degree of precision is favoured by the Fortran 77 execution present 
in the first summary which implements the improved system of normal equations (14).  Here, the 
Excel representation above capitalizes the not yet improved system (12). The both (12) and (14) 
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